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Abstract 

Rccognitlon aC couaonanr-vowel (CV) utterances in I n d m  languages 1s a challenp~g task because of the large number 
af c l a w \  and thi: hlgh confuaabihty among aewal classes. Modular appvoidch based on artificial neural network mud- 
els I S  considered for recognition of CV ultcrances. In this approach, thc large numhcr o f  classes is dwded Inlo sub- 
groups and a sep'siate network 1s trained for ewh subgroup Three difierent grouping cnrena are considered and the 
pciCunna~ce or r d u l a  lnetworb baned 01, these cntena 1s studied. An unproved performaoce a obtained by c o w  
b i n m g  cv~dence from lhc thrzc modular ~~etworks. Becauqe of $imllanhes among ~zveral clxse.;, the class of a test 
uttcmnce may not always hsvc thc snongest cvidcncc. kiowevei, d may be among a small sct of altcrnatm classes 
with strong evidence. We propose to tmm another neural network to further discriminate amoirg these classes and 
<corder the nitematwe?. A slgn~ficant increase i n  the performance 1s obtaned b y  using the reurdermg network ar a 
postprocessor lor rccognitwn ot iwlated utterance3 ot h5 CV classes in Indian languqes. 

Keywords: Speech recognaion, ~onsonau-vowel (CV) umls, modula networks, reordering network 

Development of suitable models for recognition of subword units is impoltant for vocabulary- 
independent speech-recognition systems. In Indian languages, consonant-vowel (CV) seg- 
ments occur with high frequency and they are also the basic units of speech production. Some 
of the coarticulation effecls are also captured in CVs. Therefore, CVs are useful as subword 
units for Indian languages.' There are 29 consonants ha t  are corrmionly used in Indian lan- 
guages. A consonant can be followed by any of the fivc vowels to form a CV unit. Therefore, 
the number of C V  classes is large (145). Because of similarilies in their production, the sounds 
of CV classes are confusable. Recognition of 145 CV classes is a greatcr challenging task than 
the recognition of English a~phabel.~ 

We consider a modular approach for handling large number of CV classes. Thc consonants 
in Indian languages belong to the following categories: (1) Stop consonants, (2) Nasals, (3) 
Semivowels, (4) Fricatives, and (5) Affricates. Therc are 16 stop consonants. The confusability 
among the 80 stop-consonant-vowel (SCV)  classes is high. 'Therefore, a separate recognition 
system is developed for these 80 classcs.' In the present paper, we address the issues in devel- 
oping a system for recognition of isolated utterances of the 65 C V  classes corresponding to the 
consonants of the other four catego~ies.~ It will be necessary to combine these two systems Lo 
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develop a system for recognition of all the 145 CV classes in indim langirages. This ;ipproach 
can he extended for recognition of CV segrnmts in continuous speech.' 

In the next section, we present the n~odular approach for classification 01 CVh. In Section 7, 
~1.e describe the studies on classification of CVs and present thc pcrtor~nnncc 01 suhncts. 
modular networks and the combined evidencc method. We also presenl the ~ffercct of luring a 
reordering network on the pe~fornrance in recognition of CVs. 

2. A modular approach For classification of CVs 

W e n  the number of classes is large and the similanty amongst the classes 1s high, it is difficult 
to train a monolithic neural network classifier based on the all-class-one-11etwoi-h (ACON)  
architecture to form the necessluy decision surfaces in the input pattem vector space. It is pas- 
sible to develop a classifier based on the one-class-one-netwol-k (OCON) arch~iecturc in which 
a separate network is trained for each class. But the discriminatory capnhility of thc OC'ON 
classifiers is poor. Modular approaches6, ' can he used lo overcome the limitations of the 
ACON and OCON architectures. In modular approaches, the inrgc numhcr n i  cl;ibscs is 
groupcd into small subgroups with a separate trained neural rietworh (subnet) for cuclr sub- 
group. A poslprocessor is used to comhine the oulputs o l  the subnets (Fig. 1 ). 14)r a given sc! 

Input 
Pattern 

FIG. I .  Block diagram of a modular neural network 
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Table I 
CV classes in slibgroups formed using con. 
sonant as the grouping criterion 

Subgroup - 
lml 
l t l  
lcl 
lchl 
!il 
~JW 
1st 
lsl 
W 
ly! 
lr! 
ll! 
lvl 

CV Classes 

ma me 
na nr 
ca ce 
cha che 
ja Je 
jha jhe 
sa re 
$a se 
ha lhe 
ya ye 
ra re 
la le 
ua vu 

ml mp 
ni no 
C l  co 
c h ~  cho 
JI JO 
,111 ,110 
S1 SO 

$I SO 

hi ho 
yi YO 

n ro 
I 1  10 
"I "0 

- 
mu 
nu 
CU 

chu 
Ju 
~ h u  
SU 

su 
hu 

YU 
ru 
lu  
"U 

of classes, there can be different modula- networks. The modular network based on a particular 
grouping criterion consists of the subnets for all the subgroups formed using that criterion. 

2.1. Grouping criteria 

The criterion used for grouping the CV classes into subgroups decides the constitution of each 
subgroup. We consider criteria based on the common phonetic features (based on speech pro- 
duction) among the subsets of CV classes. The first grouping criterion is based on the conso- 
nant. In this criterion, all the CV classes in a subgroup have the same consonant. There are 13 
subgroups with five classes in each subgroup (Table I). The modular network based on this 
criterion has 13 subnets. 

Thc second grouping criterion is based on the category of the consonant. All the CV classes 
in a subgroup have the consonants of the same category. The four subgroups formed using this 
criterion and the number of CV classes in each subgroup are as follows: Nasals(lO), Affri- 
cates(20), Fricatives(l5) and Semivowels(20). 

The third grouping criterion is based on the vowel in CVs. There are five subgroups with 
one subgroup for each of the five vowels: /a/, /i/, lul, /el and 101. Each subgroup consists of 13 
CV classes, all of which have the same vowel. 

For any particular CV class, the subgroup in which it is present will have different classes 
for different grouping criteria. Therefore, the outputs of the subnets for a pattern of the CV 
class will also be different depending on the criterion. 

2.2. Multiple modular networks 

The classification performance of a modular network based on a particular grouping criterion 
depends on the number of subnets in il, their performance and the method used to process the 
outputs of subnets. Even though the average performance of different modular networks is the 
same, the subsets of the test data that are correctly classified by them may not be the same. The 
evidence in the outputs of the subnets based on different grouping criteria for a test pattern can 
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be combined to decide its class. We study the performance of different modular networks and 
also the performance of the method in which evidence from the subnets based on two or three 
grouping criteria is combined. 

Because of similarity among several classes, the class of the test pattern may not have the 
strongest combined evidence. It may be present among a small set of alternatives with strong 
evidence. We study the performance of different number of alternatives considered. 

2.3. Reordering of alternatives 

The small set of alternatives given by the combined evidence method for a test pattern is ob- 
tained by considering the outputs of the subnets lor all the 65 CV classes. By focusing on dis- 
crimination among the small set of alternative classes, it is possible to reorder the alternatives. 
A neural network is trained to discriminate the alternative classes and then the test pattern is 
given as input to this network. The outputs of this network are used to reorder the alternatives 
and then decide the class of the test pattern. 

2.4. Neural network architecture for class$cation of CVs 

The CV recognition system, whose architecture is shown in Fig. 2, consists of subncts of the 
subgroups based on three different grouping criteria. Each subnet is trained with the data of 

SUBNETS 

m 
FIG 2. Block diagram of CV-recognition system. 
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the classes in its subgroup. During recognition, the test pattern i s  givcn as input to all the suh- 
nets. The combined evidence for a class is computed by adding the ootput values of that class 
from three different submts corresponding to the subgroups that have the class. Then the reor- 
dering network is trained with the data of the alternative classes with strong evidence. The test 
pattern is then presented to thc reordering nctwork and the outputs of the network are used to 
decidc its CV class. 

3. Studies on classification of CVs 

Isolated uilerance data ol' 65 CV classes was collected from three male speakers. For each 
class, 12 tokens were collected from each speaker. A fixed-duration portion of the signal 
around the vowel onset point IVOP) of a CV utterance is processed to derive a pattern vector.' 
A patiern vector is de~ived from a 200-ms portion oT the signal with 60 ms before and 140 ms 
after the VOP. 'This signal IS processed to extract 40 fianies with 12 weighted cepstral coefll- 
cients in each frame. In order to reduce the size of the pattern vector, the average coefficients 
of every two adjacent frames are used. Thus, a 20-frame pattern vector is used to represent a 
CV utterance. Mullilayer percepiron (MLP) model is used to build subncts and reordering net- 
work. The MLP model has 240 nodes in the input layer, and 70 and 50 nodes in the first and 
second hidden layers. The number ol  nodes in the output layer oT a suhnet is equal to Lhe num- 
bcr of clasges in its si~hgroup. The training data set for a subnet includes the pattern vectors of 
ulterances of CV classes belonging to its subgroup only. Four tokens from each speaker an: 
used as the [raining data for a CV class. Training of each subnet is carried out until the error is 
sniall. The reordering netwu~k has live output nodes and is trained using the training data of 
the alternative classes only. This training data includes four tokens from cach speaker for a 
class. Training of the reordering network can be stopped after a fixed number of epochs, or 
whcn its performance on generalimtion test data is adequate.6 

The test data set ol  a subnet consists of the paitern vectors of eight lest utkrances from each of 
thc threc gpeirkcrs for every CV class in thc subgroup. The classification performance is given 
as a percentage o i  the total number ol  pattern vectors in the test data set that are co~reclly clas- 
sified by a subnet. Thc perfo~mance of a subnet depends on the number of classes in its sub- 
group and tha confusability amoug ihese classes. The perfor~~~ance of the subnets based on dif- 
fcrcnt grouping criteria is given in Table 11. 

The better average perfortnance oF the subnets based on Me consonant as grouping csilerion 
is mainly due to thc small number ((5 of classes in a subgroup. It is observed that the perform- 
ance of the subnets for the subgroups 'Afhcates' and 'Senlivowels' is poor. It is mainly due to 
the larger number (20) of classes in these subgroups. 

3.3. Performance ufnzotlulnr netrvorlcs 

The pattern vector derived lrom the test utterance of any one of the 65 CV classes is given as 
input Lo all the subnets in the modular network. Thq outputs of the suhnets are considered as 
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Table I1 Table 111 
Clarsification performance of the subnee for subgioupc Clnssificntion performa~~ce of nmdular nctaorhs 

of CV &sses formed "sing different grouping c+teria: based on different grouping crilrriu: Consiil?snt 

(a) Consanant, ih) Catepry of consmant, and (d Vouel (C) ,  Cate~ury of consonnnt ICC), and L owe1 (vl 

(a) Cor,aonacr lb) Category afconsonrnr l j roup~~ig 3V wed ~ r ,  dac ium a-xur!uilL--- 
cimns I 2 3 1 5 

Subgroup Perfornimce Subgoup Perfmnance 
C 15 1 1 7  14.3 2 5 4  317  

m' 83.1 Kaials 71 7 CC 22.5 37O Xl fl 57 ' J  112 0 
in1 81 3 Affncnres 49.6 V 22.5 -10.2 52 3 6 0  0 0 5  4 
i c i  79 2 Fncxhcs 61 2 
/chi 67 5 Sen.,-;owls 56 2 

Averaso 57 7 

W 69.2 (w' 70 2 
ly  77 5 /e' 57.7 -. 1x1 !:.O 111 60 0 
I i i  80.9 la1 69 9 

S i  i Iu! Iu I  66 i 
v c r a g z  -3.2 Average 64 7 

the evidence for different classes. A decision criterion that can he used lo ;issign n C'V cl;is\ to 

the input pattern is to choose the class with the largest output \due. Because t i i  the kugt I!UIB- 

ber of CV clasbes and similarity among several classes, the output value for the CILISS CII '  ilic 
input pattern may not be the largest value alnays. If the output value t'oi rhe cinis ill' thc iilput 
pattern is amongst the N largest output values, then that class will b2 one oi the ,V ai(cr~int i \~ 
ciasses hpothesized bj  the modular network. The performance of a modular nrrwori i \ g i ~ o n  
for diRerrznt caes  of the decision criteria used for thn classificat~on of CV utterances. The pcs- 
farmance for the Case-X 1s given as a percentage of the total number of pollcrn veLmr\ in tiii: 
lest data set for whlch the correct class 1s among the Naitzrnativei hypothcsieed. The clas\ii'i- 
catlon performance of the modular networks based on different grouping criteria i giveti Shr 
different cases (for .Y= 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 )  of the decision criterion in 'Table 111. 

It is observed that the performance of a modular network based on a parriciii:~~ gniriping 
cntenon is poor compared to the average performance of the subnets in it. The di;li:rencir in rhi. 
perfomianie is large when the sabgroups have ma l l  number of classes a, in gmupitig cr~tc.rion 
based on the consonant of the CV classes. The performance of inodular networks c m  bc iiii- 
proved by uslng the subnets tl-dined to g!ve low output values for the patterns of the classc.; rhnr 
do not be!ong to their subgroups.8 

An analysis of h e  perfomlance of the modular networks has shown that though the subncts do 
nor give the largest output ~a lues  for the class of an input pattern ~ector ,  the output ih signifi- 
cantlj iarge. It is also observed that though the average performance of the nlodular ~ierworks 
based on the second and third groupings ir approx~rnately the same, the subsets of the rest 
data that are correctly classified by then1 are not the same. The evidence in the ourputs of 
the subnets based on different groupiilg criteria for a particular test pattern vector can be com- 
bined to decide its ciass. The classification performance of the CV-recognition systems thai 
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Table PV 
Classification perfomma~ce of CV-reco~nilioa vstems that 
eanlbine the evidence from the subneb in multiple modu- 
lar networks. Consonant (C),  Category of consonant (CC) 
and Vowel (V)  

Moltiple modular Nused lii decliian critzdon 
networks 1 2 3 4 5  

C. CC 24.3 42 1 524 575 59.7 
C. V 40 5 53.3 57 7 59.5 61 2 
V, CC 41.1 54 5 60 2 65.0 70.0 
C, CC, \' 44 3 55.4 624 68 4 72 1 

use the method of combining the evidence from thc suhncts of two or three diffcrent modula- 
networks is given in Table 1V. The combined evidence for a class is obla~ned by adding the 
output values for the class from the two or three subnets corresponding to the subgroups having 
that class. The perCorn~ance of a CV-recognilion system is given au a percentage of the total 
number of pattern vectors in the test data set lor which the correct class is amongst the classes 
with the N largest values of the combined evidence. 

It is noted that the performance of the CV-recognition systcm that zombines the evidence 
fi-om the subnets of all the three gouping criteria gives the best performance (for N= 1) of 
44.3%. The correct class is present among the five alternativea for 72.1% of the test patterns 
(i.e. for 1124 out of 1560 test patterns of 65 clasacs). It is also observed that the CV- 
recognition system fiat combines the cvidence from the suh~iets of two grouplng criteria, the 
category of consonant and the vowel, gives a simila- pelfomance. 

3.5. Peformnr~w uf reordering netwo1.k 

Were we study tlie effects of using a reordering network as postprocessor. For recognition of a 
C V  pattern, an MLP is traiued ail11 the data of the alternative classes given by the combined 
evidence uietliod. Here we consider thc method in which the outputs of the subnets in all the 
thrce modular networks are conibined. The set of alternatives can be different tor diffe~ent test 
patterns of a CV class. Therefore, training oi' an MLP has to be done for recognllion of every 
pattern. The training IS stopped after 160 epochs. The performance of the CV-recognition sys- 
tem that uses thc rcordering network as postprocessor is given in Table V. 

An analysis of the performance has been carried out to study the effects of using the reor- 
dering network. The correctclass of a test pattern is present in one 01 the five posilions in the 
list of alternatives given by the combined evidence method. The purpose of this network is to 
reorder the alicmatives such that the class of the test pattern moves Lo the first position in the 
reordel-ed list. Thc number of test patterns for which the correct class is present in a particula 
position in the list of alternatives is given in Table VI. 

We illustrate the efl'ect of the reordering network with a fcw examples. For n pattern o i  CV 
class lvil, the list of alternatives (in the urder of evidence) given by the combined evidence 
method is as follows: {ihul, /mi/, /nil, /yo/, lvil). The outputs of thc MLP traincd for these five 
classes g ~ v c  Ihc following ordered list: {/vi/, /mi/, /nil, Ihul. /yo/). In this case, the class 
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Table V 
Classification perform~ce of the CV-rccognifion system that llse5 
a reordering network as pustprocessor 

Recogmhon Nused m dcc~sioncr~tcr~on 
system 1 2 3 4 5  

Without reordcnng nct- 44.3 55 4 62 4 68.4 72.1 
work 53.8 65.9 696 71.? 72.1 

Tahle VI 
Number of lest patterns for which thc correct ciass is present 
in a particular position in the List of alternatives 

Without reordenn:!net- 691 174 109 93 57 
work 839 189 57 26 I? 

of thc test panem has moved from the fifth to the first position. For 248 test patterns, the rcor- 
dering network has moved the class of  pattern to the first position. 

It is also observed that for 100 test patterns, thc reordering network has movcd the class of 
the input pattern from the first position. However, the move111en1 is mostly to the second or 
third position. This behavior may be hccause the reordering network has been trained for a 
fixed numher of epochs, but not until the error becomes significantly small. As an example of 
downward movement, we consider a pattern of the CV class Ihd. The list given by the cow- 
bined evidence method for this pattern is as follows: { A d ,  lyal, /ma/, Ijd, Ind) .  Thc reortlcred 
list is (/ma/, ha/. Iyal, lnd, /ja/). 

The number of patterns for which there is an upward movement to the first position from 
different positions, and the number of patterns for which there is a downward movement from 
the first porition to different posihons are given in Table Vli. 

In another study, training of the reordermg network is continued until its peribr~nanec on 
the generalizalion test data is adequate. The generalization test data set includes four tokens per 
class from each spmker. These tokens are different from the tokens in the training data set. 
Training of the reordering network is stopped when its performance on the generalization tcst 
data set reaches 80%. For many test patterns, this performance is  reached in about 70 to 80 
epochs. Otherwise, training is continued for 160 epochs. The effect of reordering network 
trainzd usmg this stopping criterion on the movement of the corrcct class of the teat pauerns is 
given in Table vnib). 
Tahlc VII 

(a) Fixed nunlhrr oiepochs ib) GeneralirJtion oerformance 

2 3 4 5  
-- 2 3 4 5  - 

Upward 121 58 43 26 Upward 145 66 61 39 
Downward 73 17 9 1 Downwxd 60 13 1 I 
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Table VII 
Classification performance of CV-recognition systems using the 
reordering networks trained using dwerent stopping criteria 

Stopping criterion N used in decision criterion 
1 2 3 4 5  

Fixed number of epochs 53.8 65.9 69.6 71.2 72.1 
Generalizatlonperform- 59.2 67.2 70.2 71.7 72.1 

It is noted that for 31 1 test patterns, the reordering network has moved the class of the pat- 
terns to the first position. For 78 patterns, the class of the pattern has been moved from the first 
position. The classification performance of the CV-recognition system using the reordering 
networks trained with different stopping criteria is given in Table VIII. It is observed that abour 
59% of the test patterns have been conectly classified. Recognition accuracy has increased by 
about 15% compared to the performance of the system without reordering network. 

The time taken for training ACON architecture-based reordering network in five alternative 
classes is about one minute (for 160 epochs on a 266-MHz Pentium processor-based worksta- 
tion). This time is significantly large for online CV recognition. OCON architecture-based re- 
ordering network can be used to overcome this limitation. In this architecture, a separate MLP 
is trained for each of the 65 CV classes a priori. Then the MLPs of the five alternative classes 
are used for discrimination and reordering of the classes. This architecture does not require 
training during the recognition phase. The main limitation of the OCON architecture is its poor 
discrimination capability compared to the ACON architecture.! 

4. Summary and conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed different grouping criteria based on the common features 
among the subsets of classes to develop a system for recognition of isolated utterances of a 
large number of CV classes. A method that combines the evidence from the suhnets based on 
different groupings is shown to give an improved performance over modular networks. For a 
smalI set of alternative classes with strong evidence, a postprocessor network is used to reorder 
the alternatives. Different criteria have been considered to stop online training of reordering 
network. It has been demonstrated that the performance in recognition of CVs has increased by 
about 15% due to reordering. 

A recognition performance of about 59% is significant considering that the classification of 
a CV utterance is carried out by discriminating large number (65) of classes. A constraint satis- 
faction model based on the acoustic-phonetic knowledge of the classes has been developed to 
combine evidence from the subnets based on different grouping criteria and improve the per- 
formance in recognition of 80 SCV c~asses.~ A similar model may be explored to obtain an 
improved performance for recognition of 65 CV classes belonging to other categories of con- 
sonanls. 
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